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1. DIRECTOR'S NOTE

The first half of the year 2020 has been a defining moment for our
country following the outbreak of Covid-19 and subsequent disruptions
that have ensued since the inception of the lockdown in March. The
greatest impact of the pandemic on organizations has been learning to
adapt. As DDP, it has been adapting our work to the “new unusual”,
working remotely, using technology not only to connect with each other
as a staff team but also to do our work, most of which was disrupted
following the enforcement of the lockdown that began towards the end of
the first quarter. It has business unusual since then.
The new unusual has necessitated us to rethink better ways of serving our
divers constituency using technology, helping us to continue with our
work of citizen political education despite the disruptions due to Covid19.
In order to maximize our reach, we followed a multi-media approach comprised of
international, national and local (community) radio stations, as well as online radio, Facebook
live and newspapers (both print and electronic). We engaged the public on various topical issues
of national importance ranging from tackling racism to gender-based violence, as well as the
government response to COVID-19 and the role of political parties in holding government
accountable. Importantly, we are continuing with these engagements expanding our reach to
audiences in KwaZulu Natal and beyond.
On the fundraising front, I’m pleased to let you know that DDP has been awarded three-year
funding from the European Union (EU), worth R14 Million and the contracting process will
follow later this year. The overall objective of the intervention is to lessen xenophobic
tendencies in KwaZulu Natal. We will be working with a range of stakeholders such as provincial
and metro governments, civil society, academic institutions, Chapter 9 institutions, government
departments, South African Police Services as well as African migrant communities and their
organizations. The project commences officially in October in terms of contracting and
implementation of activities from January 2021. The intervention is another milestone in the
history of the DDP, having secured funding from the EU for the second time and in partnership
with KAS.
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As an organization, we remain cautiously optimistic that through technology we will maximize
opportunities to engage all our constituencies in the second half of the year. It is a privilege to
mobilize citizens from all walks of life in protecting and sustaining our hard-earned democracy. The
organization is well-positioned to continue being a catalyst in fulfilling this role in KwaZulu Natal,
leveraging on strategic relationships that we have forged and nurtured over the years. It is upon this
foundation that we are building upon in preparation for the 2021 Local Government elections.

Dr. Paul Kariuki; Executive Director

Happy Reading !

VISION

We mobilize citizen
action for positive
change in society
which encourages cocreating a world of
possibilities.

OUR VALUES

Inclusiveness;
Accountability
Integrity;
Justice;
Empathy

MISSION

We aim at deepening the
practice of democracy in
SA by building strong and
active communities that
can hold those in power
to account.

HOW WE DO IT

By: Encouraging citizens
in discourse and politics;
Democracy and voter
education;
Strengthening CSO &
communities' voice
through capacity building
and advocacy.
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2. OUR WORK
The theme of our work in 2020 is: Building partnerships towards
an active and informed electorate
Building partnerships is one of the very
important aspect of ensuring that our
organization keeps to its core mandate as
well as maintaining its mission and
vision.
This way we expand our capacity and
value across our growing network of
partners in KZN and beyond.
It involves maintaining existing
partnerships whilst strengthening new
ones that will bring mutual benefits to
both the partner and our organization.
The primary goal of building
partnerships for DDP is to

In a democratic state such as SA, civil
society plays a critical role in holding
government and institutions to
account and as an active organization
whose work dates back in 1993, at the
very birth of our accord and whose
work is mainly to advance democracy
in South Africa, DDP is known for
having strong ties in communities,
working with different stakeholders
to gain access to these communities,
those are our partners. Consequently,
with the growing intention to
develop an active and informed
citizenry, it is vital to note the
significance of envisioning such
citizenry in SA.

strategically join efforts to Activate,
Mobilize and Educate citizens of South
Africa to address inequalities and social
injustices through conversations and
dialogues.
This can only be achieved when there is a
true commitment from all partners
involved to take up the challenges of
building partnerships.
These challenges include understanding
the changing role of the state, redefining

Activating; Educating &
Mobilizing Citizens

partnerships, empowerment of NGOs to
be the voice that holds those who are in
power to account.
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2.1. CITIZENS POLITICAL
EDUCATION
This session explores the ways in which citizen
political education is used to create particular
kinds of citizens as part of a larger effort at
advancing democracy. It will look at all the
programs under this scope of DDP’s works done
from the beginning of 2020.

3

Political Forums
conducted from JanMar

+70

Delegates- political
a) Public Forums
The state of education in the KwaZulu Natal
province

parties; youth;
academics; CSOs, etc

“For years we have been
experimenting with our
children’s lives through our
education systems, and as
parents and civil society, we
need to take a stand”

Above: Dr Paul Kariuki, Exec Director, DDP;
Sthembiso Madlala, Director, ASEFSA; Lukhona
Mnguni, Political Analyst and DDP Board Member;
and Sphamandla Mhlongo, DDP Senior Programs
Officer at the DDP Public Forum

Africa (ASEFSA), unpacked this narrative
and posed difficult questions on whether
“the country is doing enough to give its
children the education they deserve’’.

As South Africa embarks on a new school

According to an article published by Mail

year, it is an opportune moment to engage

and Guardian on this matter, “it has been

communities, civil society as well as

clear for decades that SA education sector

citizens to discuss the issues underlying the

is in crisis, with far too many children

education system in the country as well at

struggling to complete schooling that

the 30 percent pass rate. The Democracy

prepares them for the modern world”.

Development Program hosted its first
public forum for the year 2020 at Elangeni

According to delegates at the forum, we are

Hotel on Thursday 06 February 2020.

also contributing to the problem as
communities and as a civil society by not

Political analyst Lukhona Mnguni and

doing anything to challenge the issues

Sthembiso Madlala, former school teacher

facing our education system”

and director at the Association of Social
Engagement Facilitators of Southern
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The State of the Nation Address (for civil
society and citizens)
“Because in the minds of too many,
including De Klerk, those who are not
white, to them remain people who are
ontologically inferior and therefore, are
not as human as they are, or at all, and
therefore, apartheid could not have been a
crime against humanity”, Aubrey
Matshiqi
From Left: DDP Exec Director, Dr. Paul Kariuki; Dr.
Ibrahim Steyn; Political Analysts, Aubrey Matshiqi;
Lukhona Mnguni, and Gijin Han, at the DDP Post
SONA Forum held in Durban.

The Democracy Development Program

“Because in the minds of too many,

hosted a post SONA forum at Elangeni

including De Klerk, those who are not

Hotel in Durban on 20 February 2020.

white, to them remain people who are

This comes after President Cyril

ontologically inferior and therefore, are

Ramaphosa delivered his state of the

not as human as they are, or at all, and

nation address on 13 February 2020 in

therefore, apartheid could not have been a

Parliament.

crime against humanity”, he added.

However, these proceedings were disrupted

Amongst other things, the forum discussed

when members of the Economic Freedom

the current state of the nation, looking into

Fighters (EFF) demanded that former

the economy of the country, health, the

deputy president F.W. De Klerk leave the

education system, as well as one of the

house after his comments about apartheid.

biggest challenges in South Africa, being
inequality.

DDP was joined by renowned political
analyst and researcher at the Helen Suzman

The forum ended with a launch of DDP’s

Foundation, Gogo Aubrey Matshiqi as he

first volume of the Insights and

unpacked the #SONA2020 and other

Perspectives on Democracy: Empowering

political developments for civil society,

Citizenry Through Knowledge.

youth, and the citizens in KwaZulu Natal.
This is a compendium of articles written by
“Looking into what happened in parliament

different authors based on our core

during SONA and going back to the ANC’s

areas of work. The book will be available

response that FW De Klerk should leave the

for individuals, organizations, and

house, I was forced back into the feeling,

academics at DDP by request.

that South Africa is a nation of Lions that
are led by donkeys”, said Matshiqi.
He said that the fact that we still have a lot
of unfinished business and that lack of
reconciliation, the best we can archive
under the current circumstances, is
peaceful non-reconciliation.
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The political party Funding bill (for civil
society, youth, political parties and citizens)

“We want to know (from the IEC)
what would be the role of society
once it is implemented because we
have a role to hold the government
and political parties accountable,”

Above: Delegates during group discussions at the DDP
Public Forum on the Political Party Funding Bill
earlier this year.

All political parties and independent

Kariuki said he expected the IEC, which

candidates should receive equal treatment

would be represented by its Chief

when it comes to funding by the Electoral

Executive Sy Mamabolo to explain why the

Commission of South Africa (IEC).

act had not been implemented. He said this
would also give political parties time to

This was the view of the Democracy

question the IEC about the act.

Development Programme (DDP) executive
director, Dr Paul Kariuki.

The act, which has not yet come into effect,
would force political parties to reveal their

Kariuki spoke to The Star Newspaper as the

funders.

DDP was preparing to host a public forum
to engage on the call for the review of the

“We want to know (from the IEC) what

Political Party Act.

would be the role of society once it is
implemented because we have a role to

The event, which would include all

hold the government and political parties

political parties in KwaZulu-Natal, takes

accountable,” he said.

place in Durban on Thursday.
Kariuki said he hoped the parties would
Kariuki said the aim of the forum is to

also like to know about the democracy

educate members of the public about the

fund, which the IEC had set up. He said the

act, “which has not been in the public space

criteria for which the funds were being

for a very long time”.

distributed to parties would also be
revealed.

“It is to create an opportunity to hear how
the IEC manages the act, because it was

“Independent candidate also get funding

accepted by the president last January, but

from the IEC,” he said.

all has since gone quiet,” he said.

All these engagements were delivered by experts in each field, and they all created a great
debate and were covered by community media to emphasize the locality of these issues
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b) Radio engagements on various political themes of societal
importance

"social distancing will still likely
need to be considered, and this will
ultimately impact our ability to
convene large spaces for the
purposes of civic engagement
and education" thus the community
radio program.

The Community radio platform was

The Democracy Development Program

identified as one of the key and very

recognizes that post the official lockdown,

strategic conduit for reaching ordinary

social distancing will still likely need to be

citizens of the country, due to their nature

considered, and this will ultimately impact

and character of being community

our ability to convene large spaces for the

oriented. The DDP has over the years

purposes of civic engagement and

developed very intimate and mutually

education.

beneficial partnership with community
radio stations. The partnership has grown

Thus, engagement about these issues will

immensely over the years and our

need alternative spaces. Not only will these

intervention has greatly contributed

be provided by the community radio

towards elevating the status of community

conversations, but the recording of these

radio stations as platforms for critical

conversations, to be added onto our online

engagement.

platforms for further distribution will
create the appropriate impetus for citizens

The lockdown, across the world, has

to know more and engage more about their

created greater interest in pursuing

rights and civic duties.

alternative methods for teaching and
learning, connecting and keep abreast with

The organization envisions plus or minus

current affairs. The extent of this interest

20 talk-shows to be aired in the following

also comes in at an opportune moment as

community radio stations from July 2020:

South African authorities (namely the

Inanda FM

Competition Commission and ICASA) have

Intokozo FM

made headway in discussions with

Vibe FM

communications providers to consider

Blaqlife Radio

lowering the cost of data, to make it more

Siyathuthuka FM

accessible and competitive.
The radio engagements are expected to
reach about +590 000 of the KZN
population
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2.2. CIVIL SOCIETY STRENGTHENING
AND CAPACITY BUILDING
This program aims at strengthening our mutual
organizational capacities of engaging our constituents

DDP introduces new

meaningfully. It contributes to the development of an

training material on

effective and united voice of civil society in Kwa-Zulu Natal,

Advocacy and

through supporting and capacitating the civil society
organizations from rural, township and urban

Lobbying; available in

environments.

Zulu and English

Since the beginning of 2020, this program has seen 2
Capacity Building workshops from January to March, on the
following topics:

Advocacy and Lobbying:
The Democracy Development Program
hosted a 3 day Advocacy and Lobbying
Workshop at the Blue Marlin Hotel in
Scottburgh. The workshop was facilitated
by DDP’s Senior Programs Officer
Sphamandla Mhlongo and co-facilitated by
Shakespeare Baleni. This workshop is one
of the organization’s series of trainer the
trainer workshops aimed at creating
facilitators and equipping them with skills
they can use to develop their communities.

Above: Delegates at the DDP Train the Trainer:
Advocacy and Lobbying Workshop held at Blue
Marlin Hotel 03-05 March 2020

The workshop also introduced DDP’s
training manual: A Civil
Society Resource Manual for Lobbying and
Advocacy for Change in both English
ans IsiZulu.

DDP in partnership with KZN
Legislature, building CSO's capacity:

The Democracy Development Program
hosted a 2-day workshop to unpack this
narrative of political concepts for civil
society organizations, DDP partners and
individual stakeholders in the KZN. The
workshop was held at Elangeni Hotel on the
17-18 March 2020 and was facilitated by
Senior Manager at the KZN Legislature
Nkosentsha Khumalo. Khumalo has
facilitated the mainstreaming of the NDP
into the oversight processes of the
Legislature as in the creation of

Above: Facilitator, Nkosentsha Khumalo
with delegates at the workshop.

Community Parliaments to enhance public
participation and involvement.
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2.3. YOUTH IN DEMOCRACY
In this program, DDP works with young people from all
backgrounds, race, religion, gender as well as across ages
of between 20 -35 years comprising of out-of-school
youths including youths in tertiary institutions. The aim
is to give young people an opportunity to interact and
participate in co-creating a new South-Africa through
transformational dialogues; as well as develop
sustainable, long-term partnerships between youth and

3 Student Dialogues
conducted in 3
different tertiary
institutions in KZN;
new partners and
new spaces

their communities.

a) Tertiary Student Dialogues
The Democracy Development Program has created the Students’ dialogues program as a
platform for meaningful engagement among students. It is a space that can be initiated
as a dialogue through a topic related to a student’s life. This platform’s purpose would be
to build social fabric at these institutions that would go beyond academic needs of
students that would reflect on their identity and other fundamental questions these
students ask and at the same time the space would provide opportunity to broaden
diversity engagement and bring various stakeholders of these institutions together
towards addressing the developmental needs to students.

Left: Students at the Student Dialogue held in PMB
in partnership with PACSA on 13 March 2020,
during group discussion.

Tertiary institutions have the ability to be a real driver of change in the country- the way we
choose to engage and think about students, will determine the nature of that change
(positive/negative).
As an organization, we recognize the need to engage and learn from young people and what role
they see themselves playing in the building of a democratic culture – particularly in view of the
youth’s glaring absence from the polls in the 2019 national and provincial election.
The program, ably led by DDP’s Partner Liaison officer, has been able to recruit a core of 4
capable facilitators with experience in working with these institutions and has also partnered with
our Pietermaritzburg (PACSA) and Clermont(Sakhisizwe and Clermont Youth Centre) based
partners in the execution of the first 3 dialogues.
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The first dialogue conducted was in Clermont, at eLangeni College; the 2nd in Pietermaritzburg at
the DUT campus, and the recent one was hosted at MangosuthuUniversity of Technology
residence in South Beach.
The underlying theme for the student dialogue program was “Reimagining youth participation as
an informed electorate”, this means that students understand the role that they need to play in the
general political sphere, in institutions and their communities. In any institution, young people
are well informed, and they are able to meaningfully participate in any political, economic and
social agenda.

b)Virtual Youth Dialogues
The Democracy Development Program partnered with civil society organizations such as
Lindelani Youth Forum (LYF), Africa Unite (AU) and the Pietermaritzburg Agency for
Community Social Action (PACSA) in delivering the following online dialogues
unpacking different issues in communities:

Left: invitations for DDP's previous
online engagements hosted in April
and May 2020, in commemoration of
the Freedom month and Africa
Month.

The dialogues were held in the following order:
Freedom Month under Lockdown; unpacking social and intergenerational issues- The struggles of the youth
of 1976 compared to the youth of 2020.
This engagement was held on the 30th of April 2020 Africa Unite in partnership with Lindelani
Youth Forum and Democracy Development Program in commemoration of the Freedom Day.
The purpose of the dialogue was to unpack what Freedom Day or month mean to a young
person, whether Freedom Day still carries the same significance today as it was in the past 15 years
and how people feel commemorating this day under lockdown. The online dialogue was attended by
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June 17 Youth
Dialogue: Dealing
with social and
inter-generational
issues-The struggles
of the youth of 1976
compared to the
youth of 2020.

22 participants from Lindelani, Dassenhoek, Morningside, Reservoir Hills, Umkomaas, Ntuzuma,
KwaMashu, Chatsworth, Inanda, Hammarsdale, Bhamshela, Wentworth, Gauteng, North west and
Northern Cape.

Youth and Africa Day; unpacking the role of the youth in creating common African unity and identity
politically, economically and socially (Agenda 2063).

The Democracy Development Program in partnership with the Lindelani Youth Forum and Africa
Unite hosted an online dialogue unpacking the role of young people in creating unity and identity
in the African continent.
The dialogue reached 112 participants consisting of young people from all over the KZN
province, South Africa and some from other African countries.
Youth Month under lockdown; dealing with social and inter-generational issues-The struggles of the
youth of 1976 compared to the youth of 2020.
This engagement was held in partnership with PACSA, Lindelani Youth Forum and Africa Unite;
with an aim of convening a space for young people to engage on their current issues, talk about the
contribution that they want to make in the political, economic and social development of South
Africa and also draw lessons from the youth of 1976.
The dialogue was held on the 17th June 2020. With over 100 young people actively participating in
the dialogue, the specific objective of this dialogue is to; create a platform for young people to
engage on matters that affect them and to engage on how they would contribute to the
development of this country.

All these Dialogue were attended by more than 200 young people from all over the country,
majority being KZN. The dialogues were hosted by DDP and her partners via WhatsApp.
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2.4. DDP PARTNERS RESPONDING TO
COVID-19: ACTIVE
CITIZENSHIP IN ACTION
Our stories of

Our Associate Facilitators and partners have been very active
in their respective communities during the national lockdown,
in ensuring that civil society does not lose its voice, by
educating citizens about the pandemic (Covid19) and giving
support by providing essentials to the most vulnerable sectors

impact.
Active citizenship
in Action !!

of our societies, especially rural and informal settings.
Below, is what some of DDP partners are doing for their
communities in response to rapid needs for essentials, support
and information during the lockdown:

Youth Inter-Active Organization
Civil society organisations have taken the
tragedies of the lockdown to their own
hands in response to the pandemic.
Organizations like the Youth Inter-Active
are one of the many who are providing
relief to citizens and communities.
Youth Inter-Active known as YIA is, a
youth-led community organisation and
DDP partner working around eThekwini
Municipality, the organization is working

Above: DDP Associate Facilitator and Founder of
YIA, Nkosikhona Mpungose handing Covid19
inforpacks

alongside the National Development
Agency to share information to empower
young people to become responsible and
active citizens in KwaZulu Natal and South
Africa in general.

Sanele Hadebe and Nkosikhona Mpungose have been very active in their communities both as
members and co-founders of YIA and DDP trained Associate Facilitators. During the
national lockdown, YIA works to ensure that citizens remain informed and are following the
safety measures during the lockdown.
Through DDP, Hadebe has improved a lot in his communication and facilitation, he uses the
Art of successful conversation personally and professionally and this has helped him grow
immensely in his facilitation. He is one of DDP success stories, he has conducted almost 10
community dialogues in different communities in the KZN region using the organizations
methodology.
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Above: Sanele Hadebe, DDP Associate
Facilitator and member of YIA, conducting a
training on the lockdown regulations and
Covid19.

Contribution to curb the spread of Covid19 in communities.
To date, YIA has managed to secure the food packs for more than 100 families within INK
area. They are visiting tuck-shops, shopping centers, malls and clinics to educate the public on
Lockdown registrations and give updated information on Covid19.
“We also do social media advocacy, where we conduct dialogues on WhatsApp on Covid19 and we
share updated statistics and information on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook. We are working with
Police station of INK, Clinics and other community-based organizations. We are deployed by
Nation Development Agency (NDA)”, said Nkosikhona Mpungose Founder and director of
YIA.
YIA has been trained by KZN office of the premier on Covid19 as part of the KZN Civil Society
Forum (CSF), we are preparing to also conduct mass screening and we’ll as testing once we receive
working tools.

GOLDCO organization on Call for Covid19

Left: Residents of Bhambayi informal
settlements receiving food parcel from
GOLDCO organization
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Glory of The Last Days Community

Contribution towards the fight

Organization (GOLDCO) is a community

against the pandemic

group that enhances governance,
ownership and leadership in order to drive

To date GOLDCO has provided food

development.

parcels to more than 100 families in the
following communities in the Durban

GOLDCO advocates for the introduction

metro; Bhambayi, Amawoti, uMzinyathi

and promotion in communities, of multiple

and surrounding areas. They have also

initiatives that enhance leadership and

provided medical attention/ care to 15

governance capabilities, thus creating

families as well as assisted pupils with

deeper levels of ownership of community

mathematics literacy during the lockdown.

problems and their solution, thereby,
supporting communities in contributing to

“We have managed to organise

their own sustainable development.

communities due to the Covid19 outbreak

All this to be done in a way that assist

in our communities. Our people are

community members in meeting their

suffering, and this has resulted to hunger

daily challenges and becoming better-

and frustration of being failed by the

informed about their rights and

government officials through public

responsibilities within a democratic

service dispensation”, said Blessing

society.

Nyuswa, DDP Associate facilitator and
member of GOLDCO.

Their aim is to support the residents of
Bhambayi Informal Settlement, and

She added that Covid19 is a global concern

ultimately neighboring and similarly

and that solidarity is our strength at

disadvantaged communities, in tackling the

all levels of human life. Adding that

multiple social challenges they confront as

activists are out there taking risks with

a result of unequal development. These are

their lives, while being fully aware of the

the challenges residents confront in

regulations and precautions of

relation to poor housing and service

preventing the spread of the virus and the

delivery as well as those confronting young

rules of lockdown, trying to find

people, such as drug and alcohol abuse.

food and necessities for the needy.

Children Have a Dream (CHAD) Program

D a il y fe e d in
g
s c h e m e a s s is
ti n g
b e tw e e n 5 0
0 to
8 0 0 p e o p le
per day.

Above: Zenobia Francis from the CHAD
organization preparing meals for the children
in Newlands and surrounding areas in
response to Covid19
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The civil society has a responsibility to

and individual capacity to assist where they

ensure that citizens fully understand the

can as little as they can afford can

regulations of the lockdown and that they

make a difference one way or another.

always remain safe. Democracy
Development Program (DDP) partners such

Contribution during COVID-19

as Children Have a Dream (CHAD) are

outbreak

working around eThekwini Municipality,
alongside businesses and other citizens

CHAD has partnered with the #CoronaCare

who donate, to ensure that destitute

campaign which came into existence at the

citizens and families have food and

time of the President’s announcement of

essentials during these difficult times.

the pandemic in the middle of March
2020.

CHAD have distributed food parcels in
Sydenham, Newlands East, Wentworth,

CoronaCare is a match-making platform,

Verulam and Parlock informal settlement.

connecting concerned South Africans with

CHAS is an organisation based in Newlands

organisations on the ground supporting

near KwaMashu. The organisation was

those in need during the Covid-19

founded by Sheldon and Zenobia Francis.

pandemic.

Since its inception in 2014, the
organisation has been running on funding

Since lockdown they have managed to

from a campaign that donated R5000 food

make a real difference in the lives of the

vouchers. However, most of their funding

communities around the Metro.

come through friends and private

They have had a daily feeding scheme

donations through people who follow their

assisting between 500 to 800 people per

work on social media.

day. Theyhave given out grocery hampers
to 250 families, as well as toiletries to 50

It is important for civil society

young girls.

organizations to understand that no matter

They have also supplied basic toiletries to

their organizational objectives, it will be

10 new-born babies. Their reach has been

useful for people in their organizational

mostly informal settlements in the Durban
Metro.

"As a young person, i found value in all DDP Programs, such as
the Youth Indaba, political forums and the various community
dialogue dialogues have given me an idea of how our country is
governed and how important it is to an active young citizen".
Mthunzi Gasa, DDP Youth programs, Inanda area.

“We have a very good relationship with DDP, we now have a strong
community that knows their rights and responsibilities and citizens who
are keen to holding those who are in power accountable. DDP has
provided us with democracy education, capacity building, support,
information, knowledge, and opportunities.” Blessing Nyuswa -DDP
Associate Facilitator and member of GOLDCO and ABM.
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3. KEY HIGHLIGHTS
3.1. DDP GETS INTERNATIONAL
AND NATIONAL MEDIA COVERAGE
DURING NATIONAL LOCKDOWN
DDP's work is generating interest nationally and
internationally through persistent online presence both
on our social media platforms and website (blog pieces).

Interview with BBC World Radio:
Dr. Paul Kariuki was invited to discuss The
Influence of Covid-19 on Politics and
Policy Making in SA.
KAYA FM – Xenophobia and Migration in
South Africa
702 FM – Youth Political Activism in South
Africa
Voice of the Cape – Civil Society’s
response to the Auditor General’s Audit
Report 2018/2019 financial year – the poor
performance by municipalities and impact
on service delivery; what needs to be done
in correcting the situation;

3.2. DDP PUBLISHES FIRST
COMPENDIUM
DDP has published its first compendium of papers:
Insights and Perspectives on Democracy; Empowering
Citizenry Through Knowledge. The compendium
consists of papers from all our conferences held last
year (2019). All research papers were done by DDP
partners in Academia, Politics, Media and civil society
to name a few, and was edited by Dr. Ibrahim Steyn.
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4. DDP FOOTPRINT
Building partnerships towards an active and informed
electorate; DDP is growing her partnership footprint not
only in the KZN province but nationally as shown in
Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: DDP Footprint
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5. UPCOMING DDP
ENGAGEMENTS
29 July 2020 - Youth Panel
Discussion: Virtual Webinar

Virtual webinars:
Dialogues,
Conferences due to
lockdown

26 August 2020- Capacity

restrictions

Building Workshop: Virtual
Training
Other DDP Virtual Engagements
Capacity Building Webinars
Conferences
Dialogues:
Tertiary Student Dialogues
Local Government Dialogues Via
Community Radio

Also find us : @ddpdemocracy | DDP_Democracy
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